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Avoid These 5 Mistakes Every Option 

Trader Makes 
 

By Jon Lewis 
Smart Options Income 

	
Hello and welcome. 
 
Jon Lewis here. 
 
I’ve worked in the financial markets for 25 years – as a financial writer, educator, 
trader and trading “coach.”  
 
I’ve worked with a half dozen financial publishers and research firms and I’ve 
seen the carnage from traders trying to trade options. 
 
I’ve seen individual investors make the same mistakes over and over again when 
it comes to trading options. 
 
I’m obsessed about teaching investors the sure, proper way to trade options 
 
Helping investors with all size accounts be successful 
 
Let me tell you how I trade. I’m stock agnostic…I don’t believe in black boxes and 
algorithms. 
 
I believe in statistics and probabilities winning out over the long run 
 
More importantly, I know “time value decay” will work in my favor…resulting in 
what I call my “80-20” Trade Scan trading strategy. 
 
It teaches options traders how to win 75% to 80% of your trades selling “over-
priced” options and generating 20% or more in annualized income. 
 
It's time to STOP LOSING MONEY Trading Options! 
 
Here are the FIVE Mistakes I see option traders make all of the time. 
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ONE: Buying Options (instead of Selling Options) 
 
First, I’m sure if you’re reading this you’ve already trade or have traded options.  
 
You probably started, as most people do, by buying options.  
 
It’s the simplest way to get started and has the appeal of leverage and huge 
returns.  

 
Most investors “buy” options in 
attempt to “leverage” small amounts 
of capital for potential big gains. 
 
However, most buyers of options 
lose money… after all, almost 80% 
of all options expire worthless! 
 
And while you may have enjoyed 
some success – perhaps including 
some “money doublers” – you soon 
realized that buying calls and puts is 
a tough and usually losing game.  
 

Why?  
 
You need to accurately analyze the underlying stock in terms of both direction 
and magnitude. But that’s just part of the story. You have to deal with bid-ask 
spreads when opening and closing positions, weather changes in volatility that 
can suck premium out of your trade, deal with time decay … you know what I’m 
talking about. 
 
When you buy a call or put, you need three things to happen.  
 
ONE: You need the underlying equity to move in the right direction. And that of 
course means doing your analysis – fundamental, technical, whatever - to 
determine the direction.  
 
SECOND:  You need this correct move to happen before the option expires. In 
other words, you need to time the move so that your option is still in force when – 
and if – it happens.  
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THIRD:  You need the move to be significant enough to yield a profit with your 
option. A small move probably won’t move the option price enough to yield a 
profit that is worth the risk taken.     
 
That’s an awful lot that has to go your way in order to walk away from the trade 
with a respectable gain.  
 
You’re essentially vulnerable to two types of risk – a wrong-way move (or no 
move at all) and a too-slow move.  
 
Anyone who’s bought an option – and that includes me and I’m sure you as well 
– knows that everything must go right to profit from a straight call or put buy.  
 
And that leads me to Mistake #2 that I see many option traders make. 
 
They are too focused on finding the next great trading system or high-risk 
strategy – an algorithm, model, black box – and use options as an afterthought. 
 
 
TWO: Trading High-Risk Strategies 
	
Have you been suckered in by “stock-picking systems” like … 
 
… indicators 
… algorithms 
… black boxes?	 
 
Did they work for you? 
 
The marketing copy you read says, “of course they work” 
 
They cite accuracy figures…  
 
They’ll tell you how to “turn a few dollars into thousands” 
 
Do you honestly believe that stuff? I mean really believe it, deep down? 
 
I’ll bet you didn’t.  
 
Traders and investors are over-marketed with hundreds of “stock-picking 
systems” with names and descriptions like these… 
 
“High-Low Formations” 
“The Pull-Back Indicator” 
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“Trend Sigma” 
“Fibonacci Tracements” 
“Pivot Points” 
“Projection Oscillator” 
 
And the market is flooded with books on trading systems costing anywhere from 
$50 to $500… 
 
Derivatives Analytics with Python 
Mastering the Wyckoff Method: Simple Ways to Leverage... 
Timing Models and Proven Indicators for Today's Markets 
Proven Chart Patterns: Key Indicators for Success in Today’s Markets 
 
I’m sure these are smart people…many of them mathematicians, engineers or 
even former Wall Street traders. 
 
But do you know of anyone who has gotten rich taking trading advice from a 
book? 
 
I didn’t think so. 
 
I’m sure there are some aspects of these trading systems that help traders with 
direction but I’ve never heard of any one “perfect trading system” that beats the 
market year-after-year. 
 
And this leads right into the next mistake option traders make and that’s even a 
bigger tease … believing that you or anyone else can be great at “picking stocks” 
… accurately and consistently over a long period of time. 
 
 

THREE: Trying to Pick Stocks  
 
I meet and hear from more and more individual investors and traders who are 
tired of losing money following the so-called “stock experts.” 
 
I won’t mention the names of these “well-known” stock guru’s-you’ll know who I’m 
talking about. I mean the list goes on and on… 
  
… and what’s worse, is that those same gurus and hot shot traders are targeting 
investors and traders with small accounts…$10,000… $20,000 or even $50,000. 
  
It almost feels like those ads you see on TV for “pay day loans” which target 
people on fixed or low income. 
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Option marketers lure you in with the promise of turning a small account into 
thousands of dollars of profit buying options for $100, $200 or $300… and then 
doubling, tripling or more with big percentage winners. 
  
When it comes to trading options, buying premium is using options as a tool, but 
it’s not a strategy.  
 
The strategy is in analyzing the stock. That’s the payoff.  
 
If you can beat the market by picking the right stock, buying options is a way to 
leverage the strategy. It’s just pushing a button.  
 
Finding the stock is the key. Using options is secondary. 
 
When it comes to options trading, unless you’re a great stock picker, you will lose 
because the odds are stacked against you. 
 
You see most investors … heck, most experienced financial advisors are not 
great stock pickers. 
 
In fact, you could argue that really nobody is a great stock picker. 

 
Even Warren Buffet… 
 
"At Berkshire, we make no attempt to 
pick the few winners that will emerge 
from an ocean of unproven enterprises. 
We're not smart enough to do that, and 
we know it.” 
 
…And he has BILLIONS of DOLLARS 

to prove it. 
 
If picking stocks was so easy, then you would have hundreds, maybe even 
thousands of asset managers, mutual fund managers and financial analysts who 
are beating the S&P every year… 
 
…when in fact less then .1% can actually beat the market. 
 
So don’t buy into the “hype.” I don’t. 
  
When it comes to generating income in my personal trading account, there are 
only two numbers I care about… and you should too. 
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How much is in my account at the beginning of the year and how much is there at 
the end of the year. It’s that simple. 
 
So don’t get misled or get greedy about the 200% or 500% winning option trade 
you see advertised all too often.  Those are far and few between.  
 
	
 

FOUR:  Shooting for ‘Big Hits” Instead of Smaller 
Returns But With a Higher Percentage of Winners 

	
Big hits are rare… 
 
Buyers of option premium are usually looking for the big hit (I say usually 
because there are those who buy protection).  
 
By “big hit” I mean 50%, 100% or more. They know – or they quickly realize - that 
buying premium is a tough game with the odds stacked against them. 
  
They need a lot of things to happen right to be successful. But if all goes well, 
they’ll see big-hit returns. Anyone who’s bought premium – me included – has felt 
the thrill of doubling or tripling their money in a short period. It can be intoxicating. 
 
But premium buyers quickly come to grips with the fact that success – at least 
big-hit success – is fleeting.  
 
Big hits are rare. Losses are more frequent than wins.  
 
So, the premium buyer reasons that if the win rate is low, the average win must 
be far greater than the average loss. Makes sense, right? 
 
Let’s look at the numbers.  
 
Let’s say you can profit on 40% of your trades and your average win is 60% and 
average loss is 30%.  
 
Those are not unreasonable assumptions – winning fewer than half your trades 
and the average winner is twice the average loser. Given this scenario, the 
average return per trade is just 6%. That’s far from the big-hit dreams most 
option buyers have. And it requires some pretty solid trading discipline that many 
don’t have.  
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When you sell options, however - whether as a covered call, put sell or a spread 
– the paradigm is reversed. The wins are smaller but far more frequent. You’re 
satisfied taking in less than 20% on a trade, knowing that these trades are open 
for a few weeks at most and are very forgiving by returning the maximum profit 
over a range of outcomes.  
 

 
 
Yes, the max loss is far greater than the max gain - in some cases several fold 
greater. But keep in mind that your max gain doesn’t start to erode until the 
underlying stock has moved significantly against you. So there’s time to manage 
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the position to keep losses in check. Yes, losses will occur. But they will be far 
less frequent.  
 
So let’s say you can win 80% of the time and your average win is 20% and 
average loss is 40%. The average per trade is 8%. Based on my experience, an 
80% win rate is achievable, while limiting the loss to double the average win may 
take some diligence.  
 
My point here is not to give you precise numbers to expect from selling options, 
as it’s easy to throw out any hypothetical numbers to fit your objective. Rather, I 
want to illustrate that your mindset needs to reverse from the big-hit mentality 
that options buyers have.  
 
Smaller, more frequent wins are the name of the game when you sell options. 
You’re selling premium, relying on the fact that most options expire worthless. 
You have probability on your side. You’re the tortoise, not the hare. 
 
FIVE: Trade Allocation and Managing Losses 
 
Too many traders have a "winner take-all" mindset when trading options and that 
results in two problems in making money:  
 
First, they over-allocate too much of their capital to one or two trades and put 
their entire portfolio at serious risk! 
 
Usually, that’s because many option traders don’t have an allocation plan so 
when they see a “flashy new trading strategy” or “a hot stock” they put more 
capital to work at a big risk. 
 
Why is allocation so crucial?  
 
Remember, when you sell an option, theoretically your risk is “unlimited.”  
Whether you sell a cash-secured put or a covered call, if the stock craters you 
could see your capital cut-in half…or more.  
 
And even if with credit spreads losses can be several times that of the maximum 
gain. You never want to be in a position where one trade can do serious damage 
to your portfolio.  
 
And we’re not trying to make a killing on one good trade.  
 
The name of the game is a steady stream of modest income that grows as your 
portfolio grows. Keeping position sizes small gives you the best chance for 
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success. In fact, research has shown that many small wins will outperform 
occasional larger wins over the long term. 
 
As far as being consistent, you never know which trades will be successful and 
which will bomb out ahead of time.  
 
Hopefully, you enter each trade with a high degree of confidence. But you know 
that some will go against you.  
 
Guessing which will be successful and loading up with larger allocations is a 
dangerous game that won’t get you to your ultimate goal any quicker.  
 
Think safety first by keeping allocations small and consistent. 
 

Managing Losses 
 
Losses will happen. 
 
It doesn’t matter what investment vehicle you trade, losses can and will happen. 
 
The problem is that many option traders (buyers and sellers)… don’t account for 
losses upfront in their trading.  

 
As we’ve discussed above, the reality is 
that “buying” options will usually result in 
more losing trades…then selling options. 
 
But either way, too many traders fail to 
plan for taking losses whether they are 
“buying” or “selling” options. 
 
Pursuing a trading strategy that doesn’t 

plan for losses is … “a losing strategy.” 
 
Traders get frustrated when a trade goes against them and they have to take a 
loss.  They often blame themselves … and that can compound their frustration 
because they have trouble acknowledging that trading is a game of winners and 
losers. 
 
But rather then plan and learn from their losses, they continue to trade is if they 
can win every new trade they make. 
 
This one of the first things most people will say about selling options is: 
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"Oh I've sold options before and they were great until I had that ONE BIG LOSS 
which wiped out all my previous gains." 
 
Let's address losses and teach you how to AVOID those wipeout losses and 
instead begin enjoying success with the income you can generate. 
 
Why the Wipeout Losses Happen: 
 
1. A trade is allowed to reach Maximum Loss 
2. A trade is allowed to reach "Assignment" 
 
These are hands-down the TWO biggest reasons you lose significant money 
when selling options. 
 
The takeaway messages are 1) manage your losses such that you have an 
overall profitable return per trade, and 2) include broker costs in all your 
calculations to avoid overextending your real losses.  
 
And I’ll restate the obvious: losses will happen. So be prepared to handle them 
before they eat too much of your profit.   
 
 

THE NEXT STEP:  Credit Spreads 
 
And I’m guessing that most of you have already used options.  
 
Most of you probably started buying options and took big losses as we discussed 
before. 
 
Some of you probably tried to outsmart the premium buyers by taking the other 
side of the trade. You sold options to generate income by selling covered calls or 
cash-secured puts. In doing so, you benefitted from higher volatility and the 
dreaded time decay that causes so many options to expire worthless (some say 
80% of all options expire worthless). Smart. 
 
But selling options still involves a directional bias and therefore a significant 
amount of risk. And it can tie up a lot of cash in margin or owning stock. 
 
Now it’s time for the next step.  
 
Credit Spreads – The Next Step 
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You know what calls and puts are and how they work. You know that options – 
when used properly – are a tool that can benefit anyone’s portfolio. You’ve likely 
bought options and perhaps sold a covered call or naked put to generate some 
cash flow.  
 
Now it’s time to put these strategies together in a spread by both buying and 
selling calls and puts. It’s time to turn those disadvantages into your allies. It’s 
time to take the next step. 
 
And that’s why I’m here. More importantly, that’s why you’re here.  
 
I’ve been teaching investors like you how to trade credit spreads for more than a 
decade. And I’m excited to help you take the next step in your options journey.   
 
I’ve designed my “80-20” Trade Scan program as a great introduction to 
understanding credit spreads and how to find the right credit spread trades. 
 
What I will do in this program is teach you the what, why and how of a credit 
spread.  
 
The various factors to consider, such as risk and reward, option characteristics 
that impact a spread, picking the proper underlying equity.  
 
And that’s why getting my “80-20” Trade Scan Training program out to investors 
has become a “mission” of mine … to help as many traders as possible find a 
simple, practical and proven way to generate cash trading credit spreads … for 
only a few dollars ... 
 
… every week … every month … every year. 
 
I said this before.  I’ll make this the BEST money you ever spend mastering a 
simple trading strategy that will pay you back every week, for the rest of your life. 
 
Please take me up on my “80-20” Trade Scan Training Program today. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://special.smartoptionsincome.com/80-20-gw-ts-vsl?utm_campaign=soi-august-2018&utm_medium=pdf&utm_source=5-mistakes-report&utm_content=5-mistakes-report
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About Jon Lewis 
 

• 20+ years experience in options trading 
and retail financial services 

• Expert in option education and applying 
sentiment research to the analysis of 
stocks and sectors 

• Author:  The Credit Spread Masters 
Training Program 

• Published in Bloomberg Personal 
Finance, Active Trader, CNBC.com, On 
Investing, Trader's Journal, Technically 
Speaking and Stocks, Futures & Options 

• Created and directed several options trading services and 
training programs 

• Editor, Smart Options Income 
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Traders Reserve Copyright 
 
All material in this report is, unless otherwise stated, the property of Traders 
Reserve, LLC. Copyright and other intellectual property laws protect these 
materials. Reproduction or retransmission of the materials, in whole or in part, in 
any manner, without the prior written consent of the copyright holder, is a 
violation of copyright law. 
 
A single copy of the materials available through this course may be made, solely 
for personal, noncommercial use. Individuals must preserve any copyright or 
other notices contained in or associated with them. Users may not distribute such 
copies to others, whether or not in electronic form, whether or not for a charge or 
other consideration, without prior written consent of the copyright holder of the 
materials. Contact information for requests for permission to reproduce or 
distribute materials available through this report is listed below: 
 

 
 

 
www.tradersreserve.com 

 
Contact:  866-257-3008 

Or support@tradersreserve.com 


